




Infinity Oracle in 64 Cards
with Alexandra Isaievych & Svetlana Pritzker

INFINITE FLOW
Riding the Waves of the I Ching



Clarity, Inspiration, Empowerment
Infinite Flow cards offer a fun and easy way to connect with the 
I Ching wisdom, using the colorful world of your imagination in 
a practical, healing, and uplifting way. Feel the words forming 
in your mind, play with the shapes and colors, trust your inner 
guidance, and live fully, using your innate gifts. 

Suggestions for Daily Practice
• Think of a question or an intention. Shuffle the cards and spread 
them out.
• Select a card. Allow its images, colors, and words to be your 
entry points into the Field of Creative Possibilities. 
• Explore each element and notice thoughts and sensations 
arising within you. Notice how they relate to your question or 
intention, and what new questions arise within you.
• Receive different perspectives by choosing 3 cards for each 
question or intention. Journal your thoughts.
• Use multiple cards to gain additional insights. Intend the first 
card to represent the past, the second card to connect to the 
future, and the third card to show you a way to resolve the 
challenge at hand and to move forward.

There are many other ways to play with this Oracle. 
Find more ideas at 

www.InsightfulColor.com
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Creative cascade of new concepts and images,
bewitched by enchanting command to transform,
lighting up the dark windows of ciities and villages,
she invites you to mold celestial energy into new form.

She pours cosmic colors onto her painter’s palette,
filled with diamonds of water, vibrant and fluid. 
With every stroke, she is casting her sacred ballot
to align your journey with the Ancient Druids.

Fascinated by her distinct, colorful splashes,
you will hear the celestial orchestra playing in your ears.
Weaving her words into movement of magical brushes,
she lights up shadows with creativity, and eliminates fears.

a
The Enchanted Druid

Beauty
Creative Self Expression
Pure creative spirit aligned with the natural 
expansiveness of the Universe 
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Careless fireflies joyfully sparkled on the rise,
yet she saw Cosmos hidden within the trajectories of insects.
Born to brighten the night with her curious eyes,
she was called to extraordinary experiences and illuminating concepts.

One day she lit up her Soul Fire torch and sailed away,
merging with the night and the ever-changing Wild Divine.
Cutting through murky waters, she laid out a new course without dismay,
and became an unstoppable voyager, courageous and celestially aligned.

Nurtured by the distant glow of exploding stars,
she focuses inwardly, soaring with amazing abilities.
The Divine Mother of the Universe and the red-hot quasars,
she masterfuly guides you through never-ending possibilities.

@
The Cosmic Compass

Unity
Being Guided
Trust and receive the wholeness of creation 
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Billions of pearlescent night stars 
gaze through the half-open window frame.
Innocent, wondrous, radiant eyes
waiting to play this peculiar game.

Flying from one pile of poems to another,
behaving like a child-like mischevious fairy,
promising adventures like Cindrella’s Godmother,
she creates chaos in your spiritual query.

Every day she sees you as if for the first time,
testing you with her sweet, creative temptations.
Her giggles awaken you with a morning chime,
as she grants your secret wishes and anticipations.

Y
The Fairy of Innocent Eyes

Innovation
Play of Possibilities
Beginnings, overflowing with ideas, and impetus to let go 
of the familiar
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The dark purple gown is shining with Stardust.
The Sorcerer is daydreaming. His rest is a must.
Yet while her mentor slumbers,
Youthful Folly grows curious and wonders. 

Carefully pulling his robe from the chair,
she puts it on, and she feels Merlin’s flare.
Indecisively moving around the room, 
she looks at the vial labeled “Deep Gloom.”

What if I mix it with joy and with life-force,
would my remedy then keep them on course? 
What if it stops all the battles today?
What if my potion abolishes dismay?

The Sorcerer awakens: “New formula, my girl?
Great thinking, without exploding it all.”
Your remedy, darling, is magical and holy,
transforming Deep Gloom into Youthfull Folly.

T
The Sorcerer’s Apprentice

Understanding
End Search for Knowledge
True understanding is beyond mental solutions 
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Finding rhythm in the whispers of falling leaves,
she fashions your morning stretch to the music of sunlight. 
Rolling down with the rain drops, she helps you perceive 
every milisecond of their hurry, with timelessness and delight.

She dares you to notice the subtle dance of sparkling Stardust,
and to hear hummingbird’s song in the buzziness of your day.
Beyond the ritual of time, she rejoices in your life’s harvests,
and guides you into the Harbor of Tranquility, away from dismay.

She teaches to bide your time in service of your purpose,
experiencing Here and Now, and There and Then.
Her name is Timelessness. The Patience is her service.
She is your Oasis of Mindfulness in the world 
of meaningless Zen.

p
The Priestess of Timelessness

Patience
Deep Patience • Waiting with an Open Heart
Being fully present, trusting natural rhythm, nurturing 
inner balance 
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Clear-headed, sensitive, and inwardly strong,
she abstains from labeling things “right” or “wrong.”
Her tactic of meeting resistance halfway
diminishes conflicts and melts them away. 

She is a channel of ancient powers,
imprinted in dewdrops, rainbows, and flowers.
She faces boldly intense emotions,
calming tornadoes and quieting inner oceans.

Nurturing sprouts of peaceful coexistence, 
she helps to bring forth your inner coherence. 
Eliminating all prejudice and resistance,
she supports independence and non-interference.

m
The Guardian of Connection

Peace
Patiently Balancing • Harmonious Exchange
Dissolving barriers and transcending friction through 
authentic honesty and tactful timing 
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She has an amazing sense of neutrality and fairness.
Her strength is veiled, but you know that she is tough.
Resonating with the frequency of pure awareness,
serving the greater whole, she is confident and always enough.

Skilled and proficient with Archangel Michael’s sword,
wrapped in a mystical fabric, she is always in style.
Boldly cutting through dogmas and saving the world,
she calls you to choose your battles, and to live with a smile.

Like a secret cistern within Mother Earth,
fed by the springs from the highest grounds,
she contributes living waters for planetary rebirth,
and aligns your soul with the virtue of celestial sounds.

7
The Angel of Fairness

Guidance
Promoting Shared Values
Entering the field of guidance without an agenda, and 
building collective support for a greater vision 
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Holding her golden brush like a spear,
she cuts through nonsense and mediocre pretense.
Using words that are deep, meaningful, and clear,
she is not scared of being ridiculed. She is immense.

She seeks no approval, living in a state of continuous gestation.
Her books are best-sellers, her art is a blockbuster.
Steering her sailing ship of infinite exploration,
vibrant flow of her hair is a torrent of tasseled luster.

Gifting the world with her enormous contribution,
she brings forth your absolute significance. 
Dared by her eccentric style and uninhibited joy,
you find your way and your revolutionary evolution.

0
The Goddess of Exquisiteness

Contribution
Inspire Innovation • Be Seen
Contributing through authentic expression and empowering 
others with inspiration 
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Gentle wind moves gracefully across the Sky,
dancing with colors of brilliant light.
Taming the power of the small,
she is weaving a tapestry of delight.

Choosing only essential hues,
following intricate patterns within,
every new row is an opening for her Muse
to leave the old path and create a new spin.

There are no mistakes in her sunlit weave. 
She is attentive to the detail of her expansive creation.
Each day she looks at her work with her wondrous eyes,
following her intense journey of infinite transmutation.

e
The Muse of Intricacy

Persistence
Focus on the Small
Determination endures, pay deep attention to both 
the delicate and the subtle 
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Being a tease,
she is living at ease.
Finding her Pace,
she is altering Space. 

Playing her Role,
she is awakening the Whole.
The magical Elf,
she is accepting Herself.

Riding waves of possibilities, she moves between Parallel Realities.
She is never attached to her current status or ambitions.
Letting go of the need for approval or other formalities,
she juggles challenges and enjoys her radiant missions.

d
The Magical Elf

Being
At Ease Living Authentically
Honoring unique contribution of being yourself 
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A treasured Sovereign, she serves her subjects with integrity.
Blessed with magnificent stairway to mystical heights,
she is a conduit of light, thoughtfulness, and serenity.
Her uplifted awareness illuminates the shadowiest of nights.

With acceptance, perseverance, and vision, 
she calls forth her indispensable soulmates. 
Discerning between expectation and strategic decision,
she offers you the keys to your Galactic Stargates.

Sharing colors, sensations, and visionary jewels,
she gifts her angelic energy to humanity.
Courageously broadcasting her heart to awaken cosmic renewal,
she switches on the light and brings you back to sanity.

z
The Sovereign of Light

Light
Feel Promised Light • Harmonious Ideas Prevail
Allowing flow of ideas to reveal inner light 
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Standing still until there is energy for action, 
attuned to each moment’s emerging vision, 
following the seasons of expansion and contraction, 
she takes time to restore, before making innovative decisions. 

Seeing beyond the obvious and mindfully riding the waves of mutation, 
true to her principles, she is not afraid to take a stand and to act tougher. 
Observing the process of extraordinary collective transmutation, 
she accepts and welcomes change as a gift, not a reason to suffer. 

Her body is a river of purity, and a festival of love. 
Her heart of Eternal Child is filled with the light of the Source. 
Sharing her fresh perspective, flowing endlessly from above, 
she connects you to the Universal Heart and Celestial Force.

w
The Eternal Child of Summer

Standstill
Attuning to Each Moment
Pausing expression and all movement in accordance 
with inner timing 
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Clear, convincing, empathetic, outside of human timing, 
spider-woman weaves her silk, while the Moon is slowly rising. 
Golden flames reach to the heavens, lighting up the sky. 
Friends are gathered by a campfire, speaking eye-to-eye. 

Deeply interested, empathetic and intelligent, 
patient with those who are strong and with those who are weak, 
she helps you to let go of the irrelevant, 
and deliver insights that are both practical and unique. 

She synchronizes aspirations of the Earth nations, 
allowing diverse opinions to melt into Unity. 
Finding joy in unlikely collaborations, 
she honors you for being a leader in your community.

c
The Master of Discernment

Listening
The Great Secret • Empathy
Listening deeply and hearing the most subtle whisperings 
builds harmonious alliances 
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Born to dream big, she invites you to her creative campfire.
With her piercing eyes, she sees a genius in every newborn.
Calling the world to recognize its treasures and to aim higher,
she dedicates her life to initiation of your spiritual U-turn.

Nurturing the tiniest soulful sparks with her enormous light,
she liberates prodigies from disempowering thoughts and distractions.
The voice of success, she delivers her heavenly insight,
and inspires unaware geniuses to follow their dreams into actions.
 
Gathering your courage and breathing the confidence into your dreams,
she re-directs the darkest night of your Soul into a transcendental pivot.
Believing in your competence and boosting your self-esteem,
she eliminates fearful compromises and frees your bounteous spirit.

f
The Mother of Bounteous Spirits

Competence
Enthusiasm • Flexibility
Inner freedom of harmonious detachment, perseverance, 
aligned use of power, and luck
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With the fireworks of a Supernova blast
creative chaos is dancing at the Cosmic ball. 
Adorned with soaring comets and shooting stars,
she is witnessing unfolding of galactic intent for the whole.

Born in the midst of extreme explosion,
she is indestructible and immune to corrosion.
Authentic in her florescent outbursts,
she can do anything, and is brave enough to try the most.

Reorganizing billions of light particles, 
she destroys boldly all limitations and obstacles. 
New stars are sustained by her creative hand,
and her Soul partners recognize and follow 
her Divinely Inspired Command.

8
The Supernova

Humanity
Shifting Rhythms • Deep Connection with All of Life
Rhythms of life are constantly shifting, yet deep magnetism 
between all living beings remains 
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Masterful, multi-talented, ever learning prodigy,
born to explore and reflect, not to judge.
Unstoppable in her persistence and in her strategy, 
she creates universes with her magical quantum touch.

She bravely engages with life in all its forms,
generating multitudes of creative ventures.
Her energy is as loud as thunder during a storm,
that takes you by surprise, then invites you on an adventure.

She creates because she is alive and in awe of Great Unity.
Relaxed and confident, her mind flies with billions of new visions.
Saying “Yes” to life’s challenges, she turns them into opportunities,
and supports you in expressing your power 
by making creative decisions.

9
The Maestra of Versatility

Versatility
Enthusiasm • Practicing Skills
Sustainability of continuous practice and refined expression 
through creative form 
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She surfs the waves of love and prosperity,
guiding their flow into lesser polarity.
With cosmic blueprint of your genetic intention
she shifts you from criticism and stress to ascension.

She honors cosmic coincidences, undertones, and signs.
Through synergetic patterns she finds soul recognition.
Accessing omniscience by reading in-between the lines,
she calls you to join her on an awesome multi-faceted mission.

Her beaming heart illuminates the path of Cosmic well-being.
Her eyes are foreseeing every Celestial connection. 
Through the rich kaleidoscope of her multi-dimensional seeing,
she dares you to merge with the Source 
and experience higher perception. 

J
The Prophet of Joyful Knowing

Following
Higher Sight
Seeing from variety of perspectives, and testing new ideas 
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Upholding high standards of trust, improvement, and loyalty,
she shows life could be lived without fear or resistance. 
An objective referee and a genuine royalty,
she safeguards high values of multi tribal co-existence.

The game of success should be just, not deceiving,
while taking fair share, be fair in your giving,
never hunt down the weak or unwell,
and repair what is broken when you feel compelled. 

Honest, trustworthy, responsive, and warm,
a raw embodiment of a perfect Earth amidst enmity,
here comes a primal Goddess expressed through physical form,
a glorious Tigress, whole and complete in her wild integrity.

G
The Tigress of Integrity

Integrity
Process of Self Correction
Finding hidden causes of systemic patterns 
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Sensitive to both uplifting and gravitational forces,
she attunes to the subtle ethereal nuances.
Contemplating benefits of each of the probable courses,
she stands tall amidst centrifugal influences. 

Sensitively conducting the stream of universal response,
acting with kindness, she knows the value of compromises.
Providing assistance and creating indestructible bonds,
she summons celestial allies, creating strategic alliances.

She weaves the thread of unity and cooperation,
passionately emanating exquisite energetic fusion.
Transmuting neediness into fulfillment and self-actualization, 
she creates an Internal Sanctuary of Universal Inclusion. 

S
The Master of Internal Light

Sensitivity
Transcending the Self
Exquisite attunement to needs of others
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Bathed in the luminous rays of eternal light,
her heart is exposed, her mind is daring.
With her brilliant eyes, she helps you face the night.
Feel her warm embrace – she is strong and caring.

She starves her demons, she faces her trials,
moment by moment, shining her radiant smiles.
The Sovereign of Current, the Ruler of Now, 
she is a Great Master of the Innermost Tao.

You have been granted a gift of her Presence.
Her generous heart is devoted to you.
Inhale her medicinal iridescence,
secure in her resonance, you will see what is true.

Q
The Ruler of Now

Presence
Witness the Essence
Respond fluidly in each moment of NOW 
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Entering the Cosmos with her powerful perception, 
she trusts her intentions and bites through deception.
She never conforms to a life of submission, 
courageously bold and aligned with her mission. 

She exists as the rarest blend of both thunder and fire.
Gravity no longer stops her, instead, she is inspired.
Her bones hold the strength and willpower of a Titan.
Her life is creative, successful, and enlightened.

Following light of her inner authority,
considerate of the whole, focused and sincere,
responsible, poised, and aware of priorities, 
embodiment of valor, she is a human rights pioneer.

E
The Thunder of Authority

Authority
Discipline in Service
Steadfastness in facing obstacles and relinquishing need 
to control outcomes
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Golden miracles in her hand, 
here comes the Medicine Woman,
to turn on your immortal gene 
and to give you an elixir of life. 

Ask her to strengthen your lucky bone, 
ask her for higher seeing. 
Take a sip from her medicine bowl, 
an exquisite earthquake of being. 

Potent, precious, enormous,
her dangerous passionate drive. 
Exclusive, graceful, and splendid, 
her radiant elixir of life.

B
The Medicine Woman

Grace
Align • Small is Beautiful
Conscious flow of inner emotional alignment 
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Attentive, open, and unassuming,
simplifying what is tricky and time-consuming, 
sharing her gift of the greater knowing,
she promotes self-discovery and exponential growing.

Feeling the call of the greater potential,
mindfully engaging with less versus more, 
expressing purity of the quintessential,
she always speaks from her Sacred Core.

Through life and death cycles her heart is expanding,
gathering lessons in each incarnation.    
Distilling essence of a deeper understanding,
she reduces complexity and builds a solid foundation.

!
The Mystique Quintessential

Simplicity
Expressing Core Essence
Finding simple ways to share unique concepts 
with perfect timing 
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Every morning with her human mind and logic 
she wakes up to deal with problems and dismay.
At sunset, touched by its mighty magic, 
she inhales golden rays and floats away.

Standing by her blank canvas, the unaware genius,
with her fingers dipped into rainbows, sunshine, and starry nights,
opening the portal of interstellar intelligence,
no longer a human, she is a Cosmic Traveler to enchanted heights.

She takes evolutionary matters into her capable hands.
Her silent brush reveals layers of feelings within her art.
Elevating planetary awareness as she grows and expands,
her silent mind channels Star intelligence into human heart.

6
She Who Minds the Gap in Silence

Invention
Return • Review • Allow
Stillness invites possibility of hearing the new 
and the unexpected 
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Receiving you with warmth, and embracing you with affection,
she moves through life creating loving connections.
Hugging the trees, and radiating her brilliant light,
she fills her surroundings with sincerity and contagious delight.

She will take you through the shimmering doors into her guiltless mind.
You will remember who you truly are and begin to unwind.
She restores your childhood dreams that were lost in frustration.
Using gentle touch, she changes your mood and raises your vibration.

Her eyes emanate unconditional love.
She accepts your true nature and forgives your ignorance.
In the magic garden of her imagination
she is dancing with bees and transforms all dissonance.

i
The Vessel of Love

Acceptance
Innocence • Pure Love
Meeting everything with openness, inherent trust and 
sincerity, without entanglement or anticipation 
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Wearing a ring of shimmering light on her commitment finger,
with her favorite brush, she paints wormholes into other worlds.
From the top of enchanted mountains, a celestial interpreter,
she brings back powerful poetry bursting with unusual words.

Emissary of sunrise and a willful commander of light,
she bends the rays of cosmic energy with her intention.
Enthusiastic, she awakens your consciousness and delivers insight,
supporting you with omnipotent, intimate, and eloquent intervention.

An adventurous spirit, she stands on top of a mountain,
with her shimmering magic wand encouraging the Earth to evolve.
Channeling the Power of the Great into dazzling toroidal fountain,
she co-creates with illuminating energy of Divine Resolve.

k
The Soul of Life

Fortitude
Harmonious Use of Will
Harnessing great aspirations with wisdom and integrity 
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Selfless, cherishing, caring spirit. 
her eyes are glowing like stars of the Milky Way.
Her nurturing energy is rich and vivid.
You can feel her love and care even from far away.

When you are tired of pointless clashes,
she helps you by burning deceptions to ashes.
She makes up your bed with the silkiest sheets
and serves you with truth, not just delicate treats.

Fearlessly stepping beyond the unknown,
she helps you push through your “buts,” can’ts,” and “I’m scared.”
On a road trip through parallel worlds, she helps you grow,
boldly calling upon your truth to be loudly declared.

R
The Soulful Chef

Nourishing
Caring for our creations, caring for ourselves
Balancing responsibility and holding others accountable 
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In the world of immortals, she is a mortal,
overpowered by the pain of her crushing sadness.
In the world of mortals, she is an immortal,
playing a game of life, death, and the in-between madness.

Recognizing her value, she sets up sacred altar
to initiate a connection with the Field of Totality.
Remembering how precious are her authentic expressions,
she shows up to deliver illumination and practicality.

She opens a theater for your creative Cosmic Role Playing,
swiftly blowing away your fearful resistance.
Preparing your Soulful Being for its ultimate unveiling,
she activates the sacred code of your ever-morphing existence. 

v
The Ever-Morphing Luminary

Totality
Game of Life • Learning by Immersion
Great purpose brings meaning to risks and challenges 
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Holding new endeavors in her nurturing embrace,
she is dedicated to elevating our turbulent life on Earth.
She salutes your beginnings, wholeheartedly saying: “Yes!”
because she is committed to your evolution and soulful rebirth.

Trusting your inner authority and intuition, 
she is sincere and by choice non-interfering.
Once she says “yes,” your success becomes her mission.
She never gives up, working on your behalf and persevering.

Decisive and wise, she helps you abstain from engaging carelessly
with any non-resonant projects or other destructive matters.
Walking beside you, devotionally and relentlessly,
she unravels entanglements and dissolves outdated old patterns.

3
The Master of Commitment

Commitment
Full Devotion to Every Moment
Sustained by steadfastness from within, continue moving 
without expectations
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The Queen of Dragons, she thrives on fire.
It feeds her Soul and brightens her day.
Engaged with life, she purifies your desires, 
and invites you to jump into heat through her magic gateway.

Cleansing fire makes her stronger, not vulnerable.
Unpredictable, it burns rapidly through all nonsense.
Finding the Golden Mean between the wild and the comfortable,
she helps you discard non-essential contexts.

Surfing steadily through emotional waves with affinity,
nurturing your dreams with benevolence and wholeness, 
she relieves your high expectation and synchronizes you with Infinity. 
She is a gift of rapturing light that fires up your creative boldness.

r
The Queen of Dragons

Desire
Patiently Cling to the Luminous Within
Waiting for the right time is essential for stewarding our desires 
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Listening to the clouds, dancing graciously over the snow peaks, 
she is present to stillness, taking in the wisdom of the whole. 
Encouraging your inner voice to speak with truth and mystique, 
like waters of pristine lake, she mirrors you in unity with your Soul.

You hear her loud and clear in a glorious thunderstorm, 
harmonious to the dreams birthing within while you are silent. 
Releasing your spirit, she makes an ideal your new norm, 
and helps you see your world as a colorful multifaceted diamond. 

Vivacious, diligent, independent, sincere, 
open to deep connections and intelligent conversations, 
wholesome in her pledge to grow Celestial Frontiers, 
she aligns you with your spiritual path, humility, 
and highest vibrations.

L
The Celestial Frontier

Leadership
Serving Through Influence
Influence emerges from being open to others 
and expressing what serves the whole 
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The crucial link in the precious chain of primordial mothers, 
she gave birth to giants who could withstand the never ending spells.
With tenderness, she helps you endure wars between brothers,
thriving in between harvests and famines, tornadoes and celestial bells.

Consciously aligned with the forces of transformational flow,
with sparks of creation emerging within her protective womb, 
she masterfully navigates your Soul into letting go 
tedious habits of looking for meaning or falling into gloom.

Moving freely in and out of life cycles, as a migratory bird,
she rescues you from the chaos of alter egos and identifications.
Removing lock of deception from the doors of your future, her word
steers you towards enjoying love, respect, and deep appreciation.

K
The Angel of Reverence

Constancy
Discerning What to Nurture
Endurance requires continuously discerning what to sustain 
and what to change 
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Every night, she invites you to her favorite ancient site,
on a mountaintop at the threshold of magical worlds.
Don’t try to wake her up. Under the Singing Tree at midnight, 
she will know who you are, but would not utter any human words.

You will come back with a myriad of stars in your hands,
an initiated mind bustling full of celestial mysteries.
She will help you write poems, paint fairy-tales, and dance, 
decoding your genetic lineage and deep primeval history.

The prodigy of the Universe and its trusted ambassador,
she reveals your sacred contracts and your karmic connections.
Helping you unwrap your life’s purpose, she opens a secret door, 
and takes you on a journey past limitations and rejections.

h
The Prodigy

Mindfulness
Remember Secrets
Retreat into contemplation, witness people’s stories, 
and bring sacredness into the mundane 
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Thundering like the hottest of the volcanoes
she comes, the Queen of everything living.
Beaming with emerald glow from her eyes, 
she is your Sovereignty, immense and forgiving.

With power of awakening giant, she inhales sunrise,
engaging your Soul in a whirlwind of action. 
Like a Mother Bear fiercely protecting her cub, 
she teaches you to own your power of destruction.

The Queen of True North, the Commander of Flow,
she has nothing to prove. She has no one to fear.
She challenges you to expand and to bestow
omnipotent gifts of your eminent sphere.

l
The Majesty

Power
Harmony with the Flow of Life
Great vigor comes with ease, when persevering with love 
and fierce compassion 
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An alchemist, she keeps the fires of your heart burning, 
adding her tears of joy to create perfect steam. 
Changing lead into gold, enthusiastic and discerning, 
she admires your baby steps and your healthy self-esteem. 

She uses cosmic math to ignite Soul protons of your body, 
and to stimulate your courageous transmutation.
Carefully observing your progress as it is embodied,
she propels you through the hard times and tribulations.

She does not measure your growth by how many vials were broken 
or by how many experiments ended up with green goo and dismay. 
She guides your daring discovery of the Philosopher’s Stone, 
transforms doubts into clarity, and lines up stars 
to illuminate your way.

X
The Sorceress of Evolution

Adventure
Advancing Through
Enjoy all experiences, let go of blaming, and trust miracles 
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Seeing beyond convoluted notions,
committed to radiant life-giving codes, 
she masterfully helps you transcend your emotions,
and navigate through entanglements and confusing crossroads.

Plunging from Celestial Flow into Matter, 
is an unnerving experience, heavy and pulling.
With compassion, she mutes your crisis-prone chatter,
and shields you from both gossip and arbitrary ruling.

Grounded in her essence burning bright,
you perceive your destiny through her ingenious Light.
Inviting your heart to peek through her Universal Portal,
she dares you to live and create as an Earthly Immortal.

U
The Master of Synergetic Action

Compassion
Stay Open • Hidden Radiance
Continue to shine light through every experience, 
even when it seems to be very dark 
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Considerate of your need to be pleasing and agreeing, 
in order for you to live normally,
she advises you of commitments that compromise your wellbeing, 
as she watches you outgrow your old family. 

She nurtures the orchard of your life, exploding with exquisite blossoms, 
as a new starry-eyed family joins your gardening team. 
She encourages you to let go of un-serving self-importance, 
and engage with life, expanding and following your dream.

Creating natural alliances and deactivating tensions, 
resolving conflicts by being warm, crystal clear, and fair, 
pausing to avert explosive discussions and harmful intentions, 
she guides your awakening, and supports you being kind and aware.

n
The Guardian Of Equality

Community
Sustaining • Finding Home Within
Great tenderness is a great strength
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Loving tension as a natural force, producing creative pressure, 
she is patiently guiding your energies into an inner merge. 
Transforming old rubbish into a priceless alchemical treasure, 
she shakes up your Earthly Identity, so your Cosmic Self can emerge. 

An indigenous catalyst, working relentlessly for a worthy cause, 
she helps you deal with obstacles and be strong in your self-expression. 
Aligned with those who persevere without expecting applause, 
she challenges you to take a stand, leaving a mark of lasting impression. 

Her teaching is simple: be open to life’s trials and bungles, 
join people that value your work, appreciate your allies, 
treasure resolve instead of fighting meaningless battles, 
honor your path, follow your gut, and be joyful and wise.

o
The Soldier of Grace

Opposition
Creative Tension
Challenges inspire us to take a stand and to discern 
what is truly worth fighting for 
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Seeking solutions, looking beyond obstacles,
she moves rapidly, like a waterfall, streaming down the mountain.
Liberating trapped energy of the frozen in time particles,
she unlocks the dynamic burst of your life force fountain.

In conflicts, she guides you to freedom and personal growth.
Knocking down old walls, she destroys outgrown boxes.
Choosing empowerment over a fight, she is true to her oath
to honor your integrity and support your self-determined axis.

Let her take you to the edge of abyss filled with human emotions,
and challenge you to transcend rigidity, slavery, and fear.
Helping you release stagnation into graceful motion,
provoking your freefall, she initiates you into being bold and sincere.

4
The Master of Freefall

Liberation
Transform Hidden Blockages
Challenges provoke growth, and what we see on the outer 
reflects our vibration within 
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Sensitive, caring, and unconditionally giving,
she knows that success requires steadiness and self-control.
Helping you face the world’s brawls and to be forgiving,
she guides you to the path of least resistance for the benefit of all.

Her Divine resolve allows you to move mountains and avoid misfortunes,
as you choose a strategy to realize intentions without exhaustion. 
Showing how to use your energy for a worthwhile investment,
she consecrates Divine Design of your life with her insightful assessment.

Her movement through space and time is a living meditation.
Foreseeing your next step, she sends you in the right direction.
Purifying your mind and harmonizing it with Divine Vibration,
she opens your heart to Divine Deliverance and Divine Introspection.

4
The Master of Divine Resolve

Resolve
The Will to Surrender
Deeply alone time cultivates inner resolve, realizing 
we are loved more than we can imagine 
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Tall and magnificent as a snow-covered volcano,
she wakes up to the silence only felt when you reach the peak.
Anticipating your first step in overcoming your sluggish “No,”
she gives you a map of your inner terrain, inspiring and unique.

Gazing into the crisp cold waters of a mountain lake,
sharing her view of the world from the top of a cloud-wrapped apex,
she reveals your destiny and makes you aware of what is at stake.
Her radiant being energizes your dreams, striving and complex.

Observing parallel realities, encouraging and friendly,
she invites you to bring outrageous visions into your creative space.
Opening doors to the greatest partnerships within the cosmic assembly,
she is greeting you at the crossroads of Synchronicity and Grace

y
The Master of Anticipation

Anticipation
Seeking to Evolve
Envisioning and energizing new experiences
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She dares you to live passionately through all experiences:
traveling, learning, and inspiring the world with your dream.
She teaches you to aim high, and make a difference 
by creating unusual alliances and nurturing your self-esteem.

Rapidly progressing from the project’s conception to completion,
she makes fruition of your creative intentions her mission.
She protects seeds of your endeavors while they germinate,
and cultivates your colorful frequencies to help you feel great.

A golden goose powered by dynamic forces,
she lays her magic eggs into the basket of your expansion.
A golden muse, offering you her visions and resources,
she eliminates obstacles along your path of rapid ascension.

x
The Muse of Expansion

Detachment
Letting Go of Expectations
Everything has its natural cycle, moving through 
from beginning to completion 
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Listening to life sprouting on a warm spring day,
watchful, attentive, mindful, and focused on unfolding potential,
she is the liquid sunshine sparkling in your veins.
Switch off your chatter and hear her translation of the quintessential.

Tenderly nurturing your vigorous, wizardly growing,
she plunges you into cooling waters of the mountain lake.
Weaving epiphanies into the nucleus of your inner knowing,
she helps you transmute endless worries and keeps you awake.

Holding the space for the unspoken, the unborn, and the unseen,
her heart energizes the sacred web of divine connections.
Beaming pure starlight into your sacred Life Work,
she consecrates and enchants you with her Inspired Reflections.

g
The Wizard

Insight
Honor not Knowing to Foster Insight
Breakthroughs require both tenderness and resoluteness
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Fractal patterns morphing playfully within her mind.
Her endeavors are blooming like wildflowers on a warm spring day.
Moving with an intensity of a strong wind, powerful and refined,
in collaboration with you, she distills the magical from the mundane.

Tending intuitive whispers of your awakening Soul,
she brings in clear visions filled with joy and fairness. 
Her Synarchy of co-creators now includes you, and your goal  
of awakened humanity in its full alchemical awareness. 

A true groundbreaker, she teaches you to move bravely along your way, 
working with masters, carrying forth sustainable essentials.
She energizes your cellular memory with a call for superior play,
opening inner Stargates and amplifying collective synergy of potentials. 

b
The Dreamer of Synarchy

Alertness
Coming Together
Fractal patterns recognized instinctively in all interactions 
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Revealing hidden rhythms within dreams and probabilities, 
turning hopeless endeavors into collaborative opportunity, 
she perceives challenges as stepping stones to growth and stability, 
initiating groundbreaking transformation within her community.

Unifying incoherent waves into powerful focused movement,
she invites you into open-hearted dynamic interaction. 
Clearing conflicting intentions with synergistic attunement,
she brings prosperity by moving your team into inspired action. 

Nurturing Red Thread connections within your karmic contract, 
she joyfully offers you partnerships and unlimited resources. 
Honoring ever-growing ripples of your collaborative impact, 
she assists your Cosmic Communion with the Celestial Forces.

2
The Seer of Synthesis

Synergy
Trust the Hidden Order
Gathering together essential qualities of leadership 
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Delighting in the dark and moist womb of the Mother Earth, 
she lays down wonder seeds of a humble dandelion.
Graceful and attentive to her sacred work, she calls forth
the wild power of a plant with a strange name – the Tooth of the Lion.

She is ushering tiny seeds into their fluffy splendor, 
trusting hot sun flames to sustain her sprouts, not to burn. 
Blowing goodbye kisses to her flying away kids, vulnerable and tender,
she fosters their winged desire to grow and to learn. 

Walk with her through her garden of Earthly Delight, 
admire brilliant colors, and dance ecstatically in sunlight.
Inhale gentleness of morning wind, embody your intention to thrive, 
and feel the Dandelion Medicine enter your Soul, energizing your life.

Z
The Gardener of Willful Thriving

Delight
Serendipity Delights in Small Steps
Being present to every experience 
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Playing with colors, words, containers and odd elements,
her alchemical nature is bursting with excitement for action.
She shows you how to transmute dark matter in your experiments,
mixing light with mystery to cause a metaphysical reaction.

“Noticing changes,” she shares,” is the key to your success,
as even the tiniest one is worthy of your attention.
Seeing each challenge as a precious gift, 
you can find the wisdom of the higher dimensions”.

She teaches how each step of your journey is linked to the Source,
and assists you in breaking free from oppression of cerebral reality.
Summoning your life force, and orienting you to the true North, 
she inspires you to become a master of your expanded mentality.

M
The Alchemist

Realization
Meet Adversity with Openness
Deep immersion into the currents of life requires skillful 
navigation, as the only way out is through 
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Awakened and grounded, she responds with wisdom and elegance.
Her heart is a well of nourishment, resourceful, and present.
Giving you her inexhaustible energy and intelligence,
she supports your quest through the mysteries of spiritual desert.

She helps you fall in love with uncertainty and appreciate change,
being authentic, and engage in meaningful conversations.
Beyond the linearity of time, immersed in philantropic exchange, 
you begin experiencing life deeply thorough your innermost sensations.
 
She asks questions that matter, and responds soulfully to your inquiries. 
Anything she starts, expands into full potential beyond initial intent. 
She invites you to bravely dive into ambiguities and mysteries, 
share your valuable content, and help others ascend.

N
The Guardian of the Wisdom Well

Resourcefulness
Depth of Wisdom
Renewal from the deepest source requires letting go 
of the inessential 
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Sweeping power of a whirlwind in her movement,
she is filled with precious cargo of the life-giving force. 
Roaming free through the world in creative attunement, 
she is unstoppable, robust, and steady in her course.

Giving you tools to go beyond the cycle of life and death, 
she fills your heart with joy of auspicious beginning. 
Helping you experience who you might become in depth,  
she brings forth rebirth and gives your life a new meaning.

She is a rebel that chats with Celestials and dines with Kings, 
calling your spirit to join her enlivening revolution.
Informing, educating, helping you grow your wings,
she is a Cosmic Cradle for your transformational contribution.

u
The Sentient Rebel

Radical Change
Clear Principles
Time of deep transformation based on clear principles 
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You would meet her serving hot soup at a local eatery. 
The smell of her cauldron draws you in, even if you are not hungry. 
Looking onto the quiet narrow street, romantic and summery,
the wide-open door invites unsuspecting strangers visiting her country.

One by one her passionate songs begin to flow,
fervently telling her stories of laughter, love, and sorrow.
Filled with food, wine, and deep gratitude for the show,
you will forget where you are crossing the line of tomorrow.

Harmonized by her touching and tender Fado song, 
disillusioned hearts start beating as one, receiving her gift. 
Feeling the harmonies of her Soul, tormented but strong,
you experience equilibrium and embodiment of uplift.
 

t
The Spirit of the Cauldron

Inner Balance
Sharing Values
Equilibrium is built through building and transmitting 
shared values 

 
 

 ,
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With awesome actions and roaring voice,
her presence disrupts status quo and inspires.
Breaking you out of the prison of your choice,
she sets you free and she sets your mind on fire.

With her words, she dismantles old spells,
revealing what is genuine, invigorating, and useful.
Jolting you into the present with celestial bells,
she shocks you into living fully your life and being truthful.

Her day is bursting with awesomeness and earthquakes.
Between the flashes of lightning, she finds clarity and confidence.
Sending arousing waves of compassion in her wake, 
she aligns your heart with the power of the Providence.

W
The Initiation Phoenix

Shock
Awe Growing Through Disruption
Bold initiatives facilitate abrupt transformation and success
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Volcanoes are brewing in her body.
She makes you want to play with fire,
and live in harmony with movement,
responding to your heart’s desires.

Her active mind is hard to restrain. 
It is wandering even in silent meditations.
She is full of life. She can’t be chained.
Her thoughts are primed for innovations.

Seeing a greater perspective, no longer constrained,
you will find alignment with your life’s natural course.
She will harmonize you with deeper rhythms. Inwardly contained,
you will stay still, access all, and feel one with the Source.

V
Lady of the Quiet Heart

Stillness
Restraint and Discernment
Deliberate access to greater perspective in harmony 
with deeper rhythms of nature 
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She is blossoming like a strong sapling at the top of a mountain. 
Her playful flow creates boundless emergence. 
Like a colorful butterfly, oblivious to a downturn, 
she is gracefully soaring through her daring diversions. 

Inviting your brave heart to embody extraordinary qualities, 
she helps you grow agile, balanced, and deeply perceiving. 
Teaching you to be whimsical, yet stay away from frivolities, 
she shares her ancient art of Intentional Cosmic Weaving. 

Celebrating your response-ability, and co-creative service, 
she directs your life’s energy as a gifted consultant. 
Modeling mastery of interstellar radiance, joy, and purpose, 
she helps you live in the endless harmony of superabundance.

D
The Star Child

Expansion
New Beginnings • Gradual Progress
Development from within is an organic process 
in service of the greater whole 
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Hungry for life, she cooks a royal feast from dew drops and rose petals, 
inviting you to dine in the Garden of Eden in the Seventh Heaven. 
Wearing exquisite robes, embellished with precious stones and metals, 
she dares you to jump through the wormholes to discover your leaven. 

Her glowing eyes reflect the calm of a mountain lake. 
Empowered by her drive, inner wisdom, and self-reliance, 
you bravely step into your ordained life quake, 
rightfully taking your place among creative giants. 

Meeting you in the Temple of Heart is her daily routine. 
She helps you create Heaven on Earth with her Divine Oracle. 
Following her ascension map that is mystical, honest, and keen, 
she propels you along your Golden Path, 
both literally and metaphorically.

C
The Ascension Maiden

Aspiration
Trust Higher Principles
Striving with equanimity, being prudent in challenging 
circumstances, continuing to transcend old limitations 
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She spreads her wings freely with the sunrise glow,
observing the world as a luminous witness.
Brilliant, ancient, serene in her flow,
she is a shimmering mystery of celestial sweetness.

Open your mind to receive her Star Code,
aimed at ending human suffering and dis-ease.
She is a Way Shower on your life’s mystical road.
Follow her guidance to discover your Stargate keys.

You are invited to step through her beckoning portal, 
becoming daring, heroic, spirited, and bold.
Your presence is required. Your vigor is needed.
Freeing yourself, you are freeing the world.

H
The Way Shower

Freedom
Allowing Full Expression
Trusting and surrendering into the abundance of Spirit 
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She loves traveling through cosmic vistas,
bringing shimmering Stardust to her friends.
If you are brave enough to ask for her assistance,
she will take you to realms where your struggle ends.

Being open to new experiences and energetic, 
she will show you a way out of unhappiness. 
Inspiring bravery, inquisitive and unapologetic,
she will help you become an empowering witness.

Her enchanted pilgrimages are intoxicating.
Spending time with her is enriching and freeing.
The Queen of Marvel, and not a lady in waiting,
she is expanding from within your Luminous Being.

I
The Queen of Wandering

Enrichment
Wandering • Share Inner Light
From every experience take in only what is nourishing
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Bathing her translucent body in shimmering twilight,
she is admiring the starry sky in its glowing glory.
Drinking from the well of unobstructed starlight,
she helps you integrate wisdom into your life story.

She is sensitive to the smallest fluctuations
underneath strong foundations.
Helping you acquire clarity through honest conversations,
she leads you on a treasure hunt for trustworthy relations.

Attuned to the tender breeze connecting Now to the Infinity,
she shows the depth of what is possible through spiritual affinity.
Cutting through distractions, darkness, and overwhelming details,
she sends you intuitive downloads, 
and fills with love your courageous sails.

q
The Celestial Secretary of Human Affairs

Intuition
Hear Gentle Voice of the Whole
Penetrating power of deep listening 
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She came to the Earth with an assigned mission
to end suffering and to spread joy of inner knowing.
Wrapped in high energy of her Celestial transmission,
she radiates effervescent curiosity, brightly glowing.

Approaching each dilemma with awareness and creativity,
she teaches you to follow your intuition and inner authority.
Understanding your star destiny and unique sensitivity,
she helps you choose the Red Thread of your galactic priority.

She refreshes you with cheerfulness of a clear lake,
and inspires you to stay fully awake.
Wrapped in bright vibration of her iridescence,
you become unstoppable in expressing  your essence.

s
The Joyful Spirit

Vitality
Song of Joyful Appreciation
Exuberance through deep involvement with life
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Loyal friend, she cares for you dearly.
You can freely share with her your uncertainty.
She accepts you unconditionally and sincerely,
because she looks at you through the eyes of Eternity.

With a fluid velvety touch of her hips
she gifts you with the highest ecstasy.
Her name, melting on your lips,
will bless you deeply, as you tremble breathlessly.

She charges your Being with enormous light,
elevatating you into a blissful state.
Initiate of celestial sensual heights,
she connects you with your interstellar mate.

A
The Tantric Dancer

Intimacy
Dissolving Obstacles
Pure life force energy penetrates old barriers, 
gently restoring inner independence 
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Motivating you to bring forth your deliberate vision,
she helps you create a mutualy beneficial beginning.
Pulsating with deep sense of benevolent mission,
she offers solutions for living a life of deep meaning.

Inspired by nature’s graceful change of seasons,
she helps you accept limitations as just and real.
Aware that constraints have their warranted reasons, 
she guides your work towards a cherished ideal.

She helps you focus your effort and energy,
directing them into functionality and sustainability.
Shifting heavy pressure into synergy,
she transforms ideas into matter with grace and humility.

F
Miss Practicality

Realism
Structure • Living Sustainably
Structure is inherently limiting, yet essential for all creation 
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Drinking crisp shimmering air in the morning sun, 
she wakes up to the fragrant blooms in the Garden of Eden. 
Embracing mystery, she salutes the day that has just begun
in the paradise that for her is not lost or forbidden.

She rises to sanity when she is faced with madness. 
Her days are ignited with sparkling curiosity. 
Seeing through to the root of suffering and sadness, 
she warms your heart with her cosmic luminosity.
 
Embracing the silence, she beckons you with her light. 
Deeply mystical are her genuine, caring words. 
She is a flaming torch in your darkest night, 
serving you with the keys that open your inner worlds.

j
The Angel of Blessedness

Inspiration
Emptiness • Embrace Mystery
Inner Truth comes from beyond the mind. Inspiration 
seeks those who empty their cup with sincerity 
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The blank page is waiting. Meeting her is a bit unnerving. 
What if she judges your work as messy and undeserving? 
She seems so put together, arriving on time and in style, 
while you might be losing your mind or focus once in a while. 

Translating Divinity with precision and clarity, 
melting duality into the oneness of singularity,
she came to lend you her capable hand, 
and to encourage your heart to breathe and expand. 

You cannot hide from her in smart words and pretense. 
Impeccably clear, she will see right through your defense.
Encouraging you to let go of fears and false control,
she is here to witness incredible Grace of your Soul.

1
Miss Impeccability

Precision
Expressing Details
Small things matter, moving forward with what is possible
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Destined to live in the infinite quest, 
she is a present day Avicenna.
Expanding your knowledge through challenging tests,
she turns your mind into an inquiring antenna.

She helps you to follow your inner authority,
and make higher standards your top priority.
Her inquiry calls for your soul to respond, 
to trust your perception, and to venture beyond.

Choosing integrity in each moment, 
she teaches to grasp every word, every meaning, 
ask questions, be open, truthful, and cogent, 
challenge treachery, and continue dreaming.

O
The Master of Inquiry

Inquiry
Continue Inquiry • Completion • Uncertainty
Inquiring mind continues to wonder, calling for 
openness and balance in the face of uncertainty 
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With a gentle wave she washes away debris of your confusion.
Bursting with ideas as the fiery lawa from majestic mountain, 
she disperses darkness, brings forth alchemical infusion,
and revives your imagination with living waters of her magic fountain.
 
Her blue-green eyes shine with luminous wonder.
Her embrace restores you to an exquisite balance. 
Helping you master all elements, even the mighty thunder, 
she reveals prophecies about your innate abilities and talents. 

Helping you follow the calling of your creative gene,
she ushers you into the mindful process of conscious conception. 
Resourceful and farsighted, she illuminates your visionary screen, 
and brings forth your Rite of Passage out of earthly deception.

P
The Creative Genie

Imagination
Surrender to Inner Light
Inspiration flows suddenly and unexpectedly. Continue 
observing energy until clarity emerges naturally 
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Svetlana Pritzker 
is an Intentional 
Creativity coach and 
a mystical artist. Her 
personal consultations 
and group events, 
reveal your star 
potential and help you 
express it in your life. 
Contact Svetlana at 
www.energy4action.
com

Alexandra Isaievych 
is an artist, an author, 
and a consultant. 
She has a gift for 
visual journaling and 
liberating blocked 
creative energy 
in people and 
situations. She revels 
in embracing the 
invisible and going 
with the flow.

The full versions of poems can be found in Svetlana’s book Claiming Her I Ching: 
Awakening Codes for Women 

Alexandra’s original paintings and prints are available at www.isaievych.com 
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